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STAGE  8 

THE USE OF INTERACTIVE METHODS OF  RUSSIAN LANGUAGE TEACHING 
FOR ADULTS. 

 
The 8th stage of the European Project "E-toile"  took place   October, 25-26,  2013 in Milan  with 
the support of the European  Program GRUNDTVIG, organized by the Educational methodical 
Center  of bilingualism support  - the Center of  L.N Tolstoy at the Association «Russian House - 
Italy». 
 
The probation included the following partner organizations: 
The project’s  «E-toile» participating partners : 

• Italy – The Association " Russian House - Italy » (Svetlana Kotikova,  Polina Guelfreikh), 
• France -  The Association “ Russia – Aquitania” (Antonina Zhukovsky, Igor Zhukovsky), 
• UK – “ Center  of Russian language “ (Vera Aidian) 
• Hungary – “The Research and Methodological Center for studies of Russian language” 

(Ildikó Pálosi), 
• Spain – “The Center of Russian language and culture  of the name of A.S. Pushkin” 

(Carmen Pena- Sherba), 
• Cyprus - Russian secondary school  “ The students of Pithagoras " (Elena Papadimitriou), 
• Netherlands – “RusSchool” (Olga Sterenshis, Grigori Pasternak), 
• Poland -  The Society " Russian House " (Irina Korniliteva), 
• Finland – “DeLores Interactive Training Oy” (Diana Kaader), 
• Sweden –“ Högskolan Dalarna” (Olga Mattsson) 

 
All the 10  partner countries took part in the organization  of  the training,  among the guests - 43 
people, including  24 students and 19 teachers. 
 
The first day of the seminar began with a field trip in Russian language "Milan and Russian world" 
conducted  by Irina Borodina and Olga Kokovikhina, the teachers of  UMC "Lev Tolstoy" 
(Milan), who showed the most significant historical and architectural monuments of Milan and 
spoke about  their interconnection with Russian culture and history. 
The excursion  was finished with a quiz, as a  result of which  the most attentive listeners were 
determined. The winners  received  their prizes. 
 
The second day  began with a general meeting and the presentation of the project coordinators  
Antonina and Igor Zhukovsky - (Bordeaux), who  introduced the program and objectives of the 
probation . 
 
Then, each delegation  submitted  its organization, the teachers  talked about the goals and 
objectives of their courses  and the students  shared their experiences of Russian language studying. 
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The members of the project   showed a great interest to the home preparation and tasting of national 
delicious food during the coffee break.  
 
Each participating country prepared its table, decorating it with the symbols of the country and 
offering traditional dishes of  the national cuisine. 
 
After the pause the open classes began.  
Indio Paloshi (Hungary, Research and Methodological Center for Russian Studies) suggested to the 
students of levels A1-B1 a lesson "Cheerful jumble". The teacher showed how to organize a lesson, 
dedicated to the development of speech and vocabulary enrichment, using the legendary children's 
comic TV program. 
As experience proved, the Russian humor is understandable for students from many different 
countries, and short simple phrases are available even for beginners. The phrases, heard for the first 
time on TV and associated with a particular emotional background and life situations, are easier to 
memorize and to enter into the active vocabulary. 
 
Meanwhile, the teacher from Sweden, Olga Mattsson, (Högskolan Dalarna) presented her lesson.  
The lesson on the basis of the Russian fairy tale  “Masha and the Bear" also was devoted to the use 
of authentic video during the Russian language lessons, but for the students of higher levels (B1- 
C2). 
The teachers noted an excellent level of the Russian language and a good knowledge of Russian 
folklore demonstrated by the students - interns. 
 
Wojciech Sosnowski (Poland ), the Head of the Russian language TION of the Warsaw University, 
offered two master classes. The first lesson was devoted to the importance of the use of non-verbal 
communication. 
 
During the class “Gesturing in Russian" the students - interns learned to understand the Russian 
gestures and their use in communication, they also compared the gestures, used in different 
European countries.  
 
The second session was dedicated to Russian superstitions. 
 
Am I superstitious? Are the people of my country  superstitious? Are Russians superstitious? Are 
there similar superstitions in different countries? How are the superstitions and the culture related?  
 
These questions were to discuss for the students and teachers - the members of the probation.  
 
During each lesson, the students have learned to communicate by means of interactive forms (work 
in pares, role play, improvised skits, etc.). 
 
All the participants received certificates in a solemn ceremony, after that the students went to the 
auditorium, where the final part of The 3rd International Festival "Pushkin's Autumn - 2013" took 
place. 
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During a round table  the teachers shared their experiences. Thus, the project coordinator Antonina 
Zhukovsky said: "At this point, the International team of teachers (MCP) has worked really well, 
they have managed in a short time to rally the seminar students, creating a favorable atmosphere for 
a creative work”.  
 
Interactive approach and the use of interesting activity types (presentations, quizzes, master classes, 
staging, tasting of local food), participation in these forms both of the students and teachers, helped 
to liberate students, to remove the psychological stress and to prove once again that the concept of 
an international internship is an interesting tool for the European educational cooperation.  Also a 
meeting plan on the 9th stage in Sweden was discussed. 
 
 
The students who participated in an internship, were asked to answer the following questions: 
 
• What did you expect   from  participation in the international internship ? 
• Have  you enjoyed  the lessons and the international meetings? 
• Have you managed to communicate with the students from other countries? 
• How did you feel at the beginning, during and at the end of the internship ? 
• Your  wishes to the international team of teachers. 
 
At the end of the internship, the students and teachers took part in the Pushkin’s  ball, which 
finished  the third international festival " Pushkin's Autumn - 2013 ". The group of students and 
teachers -  partners  of the project  acted  with the song " Winter Evening " on the poems by 
Pushkin. The lesson" Russian language by means of a song "  was conducted by Vera Pokusaeva 
(UMC " Lev Tolstoy", Milan) . The working day was finished in a comfortable restaurant of Milan, 
where the participants of the international seminar were able to communicate in Russian language. 
 
 


